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About This Game

The war god : The artifact is the first chapter of the VR series based on an ancient war hero called LanLingWang. This game is
set in ancient China around 560 AD . It is said that a powerful artifact is buried in the tomb of the Emperor. The Turkic want
this artifact. Player plays as a skilled shaman who is tasked with this mission. The tomb buries the great Emperor Gao Yang.

Many tricks and traps were set in the tomb to protect it. The rumor that Gao Yang summoning dead solider makes the journey
even more dangerous. Can you fulfil the mission?

====================================

Features:
Art of Ancient Chinese

Puzzle solving
Intense shooting

Infinite mode
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Title: The war god : The artifact
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Zhejiang TQHY Technology
Publisher:
Zhejiang TQHY Technology
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX970

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Has to be the worst game I have ever played. ported mobile game and it shows. very shallow game play that doesnt go anywhere.
avoid unless you got 5$ to spend on a waste of time.. Best free 2 play game I have ever played, It actually feels like a battle in a
war, there can be sooo many players in one place at a time it's really is fun and unique unlike other games and it's also free so no
reason why not to get it.. Crusader Kings 2: Giving you proof that the Spanish invented plastic surgery!
(Since the portraits of the Iberian people have changed over 3 times now.). A HUGE BLAST. 10 Hours spent Well. Ok I'm a
HUGE Tom Clancy fan and playing this game is like getting stabbed in the heart because there was a time when Rainbow Six
games were the epitome of realistic military tactical shooters. The developers strayed away from an already working formula
and experimented a little and ended up with this monstrosity. Kudos for trying to do something new but they done ♥♥♥♥ed up.

 Cons:
• Lousy graphics
• Useless AI (both team and enemy)
• Lots of bugs
• Very limited character customization (you can choose between 4 different uniform colors)
• Multiplayer doesn’t work

Pros:
• Good selection of weapons and attachments (including a grenade launcher which is a first in the R6 series)
• Okay story
• Game isn't that short
• Stays faithful to some of the original characters from the R6 universe
• Gameplay is fun and challenging and it doesn’t get too repetitive

All in all it’s a below average FPS and if you're not an avid Rainbow Six fan boy then it’s not really worth buying. If you're
willing to try something new I say pick it up on a sale if it’s under 5 or 7 bucks. Such a shame to see a franchise sink so low to
this. At least they made it up with Vegas and Vegas 2 and those games are great.. Great party game, I played Duck Game too
much, this game is a fresh new alternative.. good game value.i like the bowling best, all the games are simple to start and
play.there is something for everyone,
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I really like Artifex Mundi games, but this one is upseting. It's just a puzzles for puzzles and HOSes for HOSes. Story is obvious
and not interesting, kinda Indiana Jones in bad interpretation. Poor tries to add interactive dialogs just annoying. Plus, I (and at
least few other people) have problem with one of the achievements. So, if you want a good puzzle game from AM better play
Enigmatis or Grim Legends series.. Classic platformer with retro style graphics and an ''interesting'' protagonist. The game itself
poses a nice challange with good music to go along. There are a few annoying moments where you die to see where you need to
go or projectile spawning off the screen and falling on you. Overall it's a decent experience, however there are other games that
are simply more memorable\/better.. I mean it's expensive but hell was it worth it.. Such a great story experience that I decided
to write my first steam review for this.

Pros
- a thought-provoking story with horror and adventure content. The developer\/ author somehow made me think those
philosophical problems with the characters as the story progresses, and that\u2019s what I cannot find on the other games.
- innovative design of the monster "Human Snake"
- music was beyond what I would expect on an indie game

Cons
- Character graphic could have been better, although it didn\u2019t very much affect me from enjoying the story itself

Recommend to give it a try for just a few bucks.
. I'd suggest buying this when it is on offer. The unit and portrait packs for that matter tend to go down to about \u00a30.33
when there is a sale. So you can pick up the whole lot of them for a few quid.
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